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Numerical modeling of low level horizontal penetration seeding of supercooled cloud using 
liquid carbon dioxide crukuta 1996) has been carried out for the first time. The model is time
dependent, two-dimensional, covering a region 4kmX6km in the x and z directions with GOm 
grid intervals. VI"e assume a supercooled cumulus cloud has already been fonned and the liquid 
water content as constant. ·with height. The motion of ice crystal thermal in cloud is assumed 
like that of cumulus cell according to Scorer (1972). The ice crystals are assumed to be 
spherical shape and grow by consuming supercooled cloud ent.rained into t.he ice thermaL 

The model shows Roll up Expansion of the Twin Horizontal Ice crystal Thermal (RETHIT) 
due to buoyancy. Rise of horizontal ice crystal t.hermal while rotating, expanding and entraining 
the supercooled cloud volume leads to formation of ice crystals which possess sufficiently large 
size and necessary fall velocity in a large cloud volume within a likely cloud lifet.ime at. the cloud 
top. Creation of large crystals ",·ith fast fall velocity assures subsequent. changes for effective 
precipitation development. The centrifugal force is also fOWld t.o aet on iee particles and help 
them spread. Optimal seeding rate of liquid carbon dioxide is assessed as about 10gram per 
second. 

INTRODUCTION 

Currently several methods are llsed for modification of supercooled clouds. Among 
these is the generation of ice crystals in the supercooled clouds \vith two mechanisms of 
homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleations. Ice nucleants most frequently used are 
silver iodide (AgI) (Vonnegut 1947) and dry ice (Schaefer 1946). A re;iew on AgI and 
dry iee seeding problems is as follows: 

The serious problem of .AgI seeding, apart from details of ice nucleation mechanisms 
(Schaller and Fukuta 1979), is the strong temperature dependence in the number of 
active nuclei. The number increases many orders of magnitude when the temperature 
lowers. This leads to the problem of nucleating too many small ice crystals at Imv temper
atures-high altitudes if the number were adjusted at high temperatures~low altitudes. As 
a result, ice crystals do not grow effectively to desirable sizes due to competition for 
available moisture. On the other hand, if the number were adjusted at a high altitude, too 
few ice crystals form and grow before reaching the upper portion of the cloud in the 
updraft to cause significant precipitation. 

A method to drop dry ice pellets from above a supercooled cloud results in rapid 
upward movement of the generated ice thermal due to the vertically integration of the 
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huoyant force caused by the phase change heat and reduces the number of ice crystals 
fOlTI1ed at low altitudes as well as increases those at higher altitudes. The time for the 
diffusion of the ice thermal and therefore ice crystal grmvl,h is too short. The thermal of 
small iee crystals rises rapidly to the cloud top, stabilizes there due to the added 
buoyancy and their small fall velocity, and cannot be effectively involved in precipitation 
formation process within the cloud lifetime. 

In order to achieve effective modification of supercooled clouds, Fukut?- (1996a and 
b) formulated a lle\V seeding method which Lilli Hut oIlly avoid the aLuve llleutiuneu 
problems but also maximize the seeding reactions involved. For improving the cloud 
reactions, the basic processes in cloud microphysics and dynamics are examined. It was 
realized that the ice crystal growth requirements, i.e. the time and co-existence of 
supercooled droplets which are to be brought in by entrainment, have to be satisfied to 
the fullest. extent. A method which satisfIes the above conditions is expected to \vork 
\\'ith supercooled clouds, which consist of small water droplet.s at temperatures below 
freezing. It causes Roll up Expansion of Twin Horizont.al Ice crystal Thermals (RETHIT) 
followed by Falling-gro"1h Induced Laleral Air Spreading (FILAS) (Fukuta 1998), "itll a 
low level horizontal penetration seeding of liquid carbon dioxide (LC), and it has already 
been developed and tested in supercooled stratus clouds and fogs with marked results 
(Fukuta 1996b). This paper reports the results of our first effort to numerically simulate 
the detailed processes of a new method of LC seeding specifically focusing on 
microphysics and dynamics interactions of RETHIT and to assess the optimal seeding 
rate. 

1. Microphysical processes 
a. Ice nucleation 

NUMERICAL MODEL 

The first process \vhich takes place in the cloud seeding is ice nucleation. There exist 
t'o'vo main ice nucleation mechanisms, homogeneous and heterogeneous ice nucleations as 

mentioned above. Homogeneous ice nucleation generates icc crystals by strong cooling 
such as dr~y ice (Fllkuta el al. 1971; Fukuta 1987) in which the number of generated ice 
cr~y.stal.s by the coolant is nearly independent of t.he temperat.ure. Whereas, hctcro-
geneolls ice nucleation, typically represented by silver iodide (AgI), is strongly 
temperature dependent (Garvey 1975). Organic ice nucleants such as metaldehyde 
(Fukuta 1963) and 1.5-dihydroxynaphthalcncc (Fukuta 1966) show a lesser degree of 
temperature dependence in numbers (Plooster and Fukuta 1975). The number of active 
AgI particles increases 4 orders of magnitude as the temperature drops from -6 to -10°C. 
The temperature dependent activity of the ice nucleant leads to an insufficient number of 
ice crystal formations at a low altitude or under slight supercooling if the number is 
adjusted to a high altitude. On the other hand, at a high altitude or under large 
supercooling, the large number of ice nucleations leads to formation of small cr:ystals that 
do not fall well if the number is adjusted to a low altitude. 

The number of ice crystal generations per gram of LC is basically the same as that of 
dry ice and is probably close to the maximwn the homogeneous mechanism can achieve 
(Fukuta 1988). Consequently, due to its temperature in~ependent ice nucleating activity 
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and other practical factors which will be described in the following, LC is chosen. 

Il. Properties of liquid C02 
Some practical properties of LC have been presented by Fukuta (1996a). They are as 

follows; 
( i ) Low price (nearly 112 of dry ice). 
(ii) Non-toxic and safe to the environment (Cooper and Jolly 1970; Klein 1978). 
(iii) Non-flammable and produces no asphy-xiating fumes in the cockpit unlike dry ice. 
(iv) Convenient for long tern! storage. 
(v) A high pressure liquid for continuous and accurate discharging with jts O\,l11 

vapor pressure (52 atm at 15 ·C). 
(vi) LC has high ice nucleation efficiency due to strong cooling (Fukula 1965) and 

suitable characteristics for horizontal penetration seeding at Imv alt.itude. 

c. Intensity of ice crystal SOUTce 

At the beginning of seeding, the ice thermal is in the form of a horizontal line. The 
total nwnber _ of ice crystals formed per 1 m of flight path which is called the intensity of 
the ice crystalline source C NT) may be determined as follows: 
Using the number of ice cr;ystals generated by LC which is independent of temperature, 
n=lWl 

g-l and the seeding rate, P=lOg/s and the speed of aircraft, n=lOOml.", the 
intensity of ice crystalline source gives JIlT::::: !l~ = 1 OUm.-1 

u 

d. Ice crystal growth 
It is assumed that supercooled cloud has been already formed and liquid water 

content of the cloud is assumed as constant with height. Ice cryst.als generated lJy the 
seeding grow by consuming supercooled cloud entrained into t.he ice thermal. The ice 
crystals arc assumed to be in a spherical shape with the density, pi=O.917g/crn\ and 
uniform in size. The increase in mass of ice crystals in t.he time interval5s is expressed as 

t.mi=t.VJ.!!L, 
NT 

(1) 

where n-'L=O.5g/mJ is liquid water content of supercooled cloud, ~V the increment in the 
volume of t.hemlal in the time interval, 8t=5s. Then, j, V may be obtained as 

(2) 

where R' is the radius of one of the tVl-in cylinders of thermal at the time t as shown in Fig. 
1, R the radius at previous tiTTle step (t-.1.t) and 1 the length of the cylinder along the f1lght 
path which is taken as 1 m. 
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Fig. 1. The process of Roll-up Expansion of 'l\v1n Horizontal Tct!- c:rystal Therrnal(HETHIT) in liquid 
carbon dioxide seeding. 

2. Microphysics-dynamics interaction 
u. Ba uya u,cy 

Ice crystal growth following the nucleation leads to generation of the heat of phase 
change, \vhich is close to the lat.ent heat of fusion under coexistence of the supercooled 
droplets. The heat of the phase change warms the air, and ice crystals will become a 
thermal. The buoyancy of the ice thermal, caused by the heating, drives the thermal 
upwards and updraft forms. As long as ice crystals grow, the heat generation contin
uously takes place to sustain the buoyancy and updraft . 

According to ~'ukuta (1973) , the heating by the phase change due to the freezing of 
droplets and the \rapor phase adjustment (deposition or s~blimation) is ~ven as 
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(3) 

where Swier) is the ratio of water saturation vapor pressure to ice saturation vapor 
pressure, Rd the specific gas constant of dry air, T the temperature, , the ratio of specific 
gas constant between dry air and water vapor, Ld the specific latent heat of deposition, Lj 

the specific latent heat of fusion, WL the liquid water content (per unit volume) befor the 
phase change, {Ja the air density, cp the specific heat at constant pressure and qis the ice 
saturation mixing ratio. 

\Vhen the ice thermal rises and the supercooled cloud water is entrained, the water 
vapor transfers from the droplets onto ice cI}'stals. In this model, we use ice pseudoa~ 
diabatic lapse rate for computing the heating due to phase change in the thermal and the 
ice pseudoadiabatic lapse rate, r is, is given by 

1 
Ldqis 

+---
RdT 1", = r ", ~---, 

1 + ._L2df.qi~ 
RrJ. c pT2 

b. Vertica.l velocity ofthm;nal 

(4) 

The motion of ice thermal is essentially the same as that of cumulus convection, 
except that the thermal is in the form of a horizontal line at the beginning of seeding and 
it occurs inside the cloud. As the thermal rises, it becomes t"\1o;1n rotating cylinders due to 
the buoyant force acting at the center instead of toroidal shape of the cumulus 
convection. The twin cylinders of ice thermal roll up inside out and expand while 
entraining the surrounding supercooled cloud with the help of generated eddy field and 
sustaining ice crystal growth for generation of latent heat which, in feedback, powers the 
roll up expansion. If the cumulus model is applied, the semi-vertical angle of the 
expansion shouid be about 15°C (Emanuel 1994), 

In this model, the vertical velocity of thermal is taken according to the bubble theory 
as 

'WB = c(gB(2R))", (5) 

where B=(Tp-Tc)/Tc is the buoyancy factor, Tp the ice thermal temperature, Tc the 
ambient cloud temperature, R the radius of a cylinder and c a factor assumed to be 1.2 
(Scorer 1957), 

c. Terminal velocity of ice crystals 
An ice crystal falls due to the gravitational pull, and the air surrounding the ice crystal 

exerts resistance to it. \\-'hen the resistance force balances Viith the gravitational force, 
the fall velocity attains a constant value called terminal velocity. For ice crystals, the 
terminal velocity may be expressed as 
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'Wi 
2 gPi r ; 

9 n(ReCD/ )' 
" /24 

(6) 

where g is the acceleration of gravity, Pi the density of ice crystal, r i the radius of ice 
crystal, T/ the dynamic viscosity of air, Re the Reynolds number and CD the drag 
~opffi~ip.nt. The empirical equation proposed hy \\'hite (l974) for rlrag (:oefficif'nt which 
agrees well with experimental data for Re<5X 10" is given by 

Cn ~ 0.25 + 24 + 6 
Re 1 + IRe 

(7) 

where 

(8) 

Using (7) and (8) in (6), the equation for the terminal velocity of ice crystal may be 
written as 

16gp,ri(2r,p" 1°[' .00 
~ Uf';) 

311 ',.' 
16gp,r7 

311 
(9) 

The above equation can be solved by Bisection/Ne-wton-Raphson method and 
consequently the vertical velocity of ice thermal is given by 

(10) 

The fall velocity of ice crystals CUI:) remains smaller than the updraft velocity of thermal 
due to buoyancy (ws), and their separation due to fall occurs when the thermal reaches 
the top portion of the cloud or even above. Then, the up\vard motion stops and the ice 
crystals fallback. 

The process shown in Fig. 2 occurs after the RETHIT process in LC seeding. The 
thermal stops the rotating motion of tV'lin cylinders as it becomes stationary at the top 
portion of the cloud and flattens. The fall of ice crystals proceeds from the flattened 
thermal into the underlying supercooled cloud to generate the heat of phase change. The 
generated heat causes upward motion of air and induces a lateral movement in the 
top-capped thennal and spreads the ice crystals horizontally. This FILAS effect widens 
the area of falling ice crystals and, therefore, increases the volume of cloud for treatment 
and enhances the dynamic effect in the seeding. 

d. Action of cErntrijagaljorce on -ice particles 
\Vhen the icc thermal rotates and rises, the centrifugal force acts on ice particles 

which is given by 
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CLOUD TOP ICE THERMAL 

..... ~~----, ... ¢ ........ . 
; f 

INDUCED UPDRAFT 

Fig. 2 . The proce~s of !o'allLn.g-growth Induced Latera! Air Spreading ( F'H .... A.S) fc !!cwt"1g RETHIT 
proct!ss in liquid carbon dioxide ~t!e<l.illg. 

ell) 

where 1ni is the mass of an ice particle and ac the centrifugal acceleration. The velocity of 
rotation at one of the cylinders can be expressed by 

v, Ct) ~ wCt)R(t), (12) 

where RCt) represents the radius of one of the cylinder, and wet) the angular velocity of 
th~rmal , is giv~n by 

v , (t ) 
W{l ) ::: H(!) : h'm;~ 

R "o,(t) 
( 13) 

where Vt(t),=,w;;(t) is the velocity of rotation of the rmal at the mayin1ll..rn radius of thermal. 
From the balance between the centrifuga1 force and the viscous resistance force, the 

radial velocity of icc crystal thermal may be written as 

,n (,) _ 2p,R(r Iw(r Ir; 
UJiR ~'" J - 9lJ - . 

(14) 

The horizontal and vertical components of the velocity are written respectively as 

uct) ~ v,(t)'infi + ww(t)co.<lJ , (J5) 
and 

w(t) ~ - v ,(t)cosfi + w ,,,(t)sinfi+wBCt) - WiU) , (16) 
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WB(t) 

o 

Fig. 3. Vector components OfW8, W" W,k and v, in the right-hand side cylinder 
of the thermaL 

where WiR(l) is the radial velocity and w;.(t) the fall velocity of ice crystals which are 
illustrated in Fig. 3. 

3. Numerical procedure 
TIle model is time-dependent, two dimensional, and covers a region 4 km X 6 km in 

the x and z directions. The space increment is 50 rn in the .T and z clirections and the 
time increment is 5s. We assume that a supercooled cumulus cloud has been already 
formed and liquid water content as constant with height (O.5g/m'). The ice crystals are 
assumed to be spherical in shape with a density of p ,=O.917g/cm' . The total number of 
ice crystaJs in the expanding and rising thennal is constant. 

The actual caJculations proceed in the fo llowing manner: 
1. WH is calculated from the knovm Band R using (5). 
2. Vertical velocity ofthermal is calculated from the known W; using (1 0). 
3. New position and radius of thermal at the next step is determined. 
4. 6m, and ice crystal number concentration at the next step are calculated from the 

known t.V. 
This completes one cycle of time integration. 
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4. Initial conditions 
It is assumed that the embedded cumulus cloud has 3 kIn thickness with the height of 

the cloud base at 2 km and the temperature at O°C. Temperature in the cloud decreases 
veith height along the moist acliabat. 

The temperature at the ground is taken as 20°C, and it decreases 'with dry adiabatic 
lapse rate (r) until 2 kIn level (cloud base) is reached. Horizontal penetration seeding 
using LC is carried out at _1°C v.ith a seeding rate of P=lOg/s. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 

After LC seeding, the formed ice thermal expands its volume, entraining and 
conswning the ambient supercooled cloud, and reaches an altitude of about 5610m at 
17.3min as shown in Fig. 4, where the radius of the ice thermal (diameter of the 
cylinder) is 904-m, as shoVl-'I1 in Fig. 5, the temperature approximately -24°C, and air 
density 0.81 kg/m'. The total number of ice crystals generated by 1 m of LC seeding is 
about. lOl~ which doesn't change with time, but number concentration of ice crystal 
decreases v-.ith time. By expansion during the lifting, the number concentration of ice 
crystals at the cloud top is about 7 X HFm-3 as shown in Fig. 6. Vertical velocity of the ice 
thermal increases v\rith time due to buoyant force increase, as ShUWIl in Figs. 7 and 8. At 
lS.3min, lDu reaches its maximum value, 704m/s, then decreases very rapidly with time. 
Also, the temperature difference between the ice thermal and the supercooled cloud 
shows a maximum value of approximately 1,:3 °C where the cloud temperature is about 

.... o 

4000 

2000~~~~~~~~~-L~~~~~~~~~ 

o 5 1 0 

Time (min) 
1 5 20 

Fig. 4. Time variation of the height of thermal. At 5610 m, the temperature is aL -24°C v.'ith the air 
density of about 0.80 kg/rn'. 
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Fig. 5. Time variation of the radius of thermaL At 5610m, temperature is at -24 c C with the air 
density of about 0.80 kg/m". 
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Time (min) 
Fig. 6. Time variation of the ice number concenLration. Seeding rate is 10 gis and the total number of 

ice clystals in the themlal is 10'2/rn, 
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Fig. 7. Time variation of the vertical velocity of thermal due 1.0 huoyancy (WM) . At maximum, the 
cloud t.emperature is at - 21.5 "C and (he thcnnal telllperature is -20.2 "C. 
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Fig. 8. Time variation of the temperature difference between the cloud ambient and the thermaL At 
maximum, the clQud t.emperature is at - 21.5"C and t.he thermal temperature is at -20.2 0(; 
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Fig. 9. Time variation of mass of ice crystals. Density of the ice crystal is 0.917 g/cmJ and the 

liquid water content of cloud is 0.5 glm' 
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Fig. 10. Time variation of the radius of ice crystals. Density of the icc crystal is O.fJl7 glcm', 
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Fig. 11. Time \'ariat.inn of the fall velocity of ice crystal ('VI)' Density of thc icc crystal is 0.917 g/r.m ' 
ami liquid wat.er content of the cloud is O.:"5g1rnl. 

- 21.;' or" ai r rl ~nsity :1 hOllt 0_8:3 kg/ml and the thermal tempr-rature -20.2 ac. The ice 
cr~ystal s gro\ .... · by consuming the liquid ,vater content of cloud entrained into the thermal 
and tlw ice crystal mass attains its maximum value, about. 6x 10-Tg, at somewhat above 
the dO\ld top as ShO\\11 in Fig. 9. The size of iee erystats becomes large enough to fall 
where the ice crystal radius attains its maximum value , about 55J1m, as shown in Fig. 10 
and the gained fal l velocity is about 0_28 rnls a little above the cloud top as shmHl in Fig. 
1 L COHsicit1ing the fall velocity of ice crystals , the rnaxi.rnufll uf ice tilen llai veiucily i.s 
about 7.2 m/s. 

As icc thermal moves upward while rotating, the centrifugal force applies to the ice 
crystals. The movement of ice cT}'stals inside the the rmals considering cent.rifugal force is 
shovm in Figs. 12 through 14. The eharacteristics of thermal in Figs. 12 through 14 are 
ShO\,Vl1 in Table. !. Figure 12 denotes the movement of ice crystals in the thermal at ]0 
rnin after U""; seeding . The ice thermal radius (diameter of one of the cylinders) is about 
312m at 3393 -m where the temperature of the thermal is - 7.5'C and the cloud 
t. emperat.ure - 8.4 ac with air density about 0.94 kglm-t . The velocity of ice thermal is 
maximum at the center of the thermal. It is about 7.4rnls (2Wll) , and zero in the right 
and left sides (outside) of a thermaL The movement of ice crystals in the thennal at 
13 uti'!/. after LC seeding is shown in Fig. 13 where the radius of the thermal is about 
540.", at 4234"" altitude , the temperature of the th ermal - 13. I "C and the cloud 
temperature - 14.3 ' C with air density about 0.89 kg/m". V~locity at the centeT of the 
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thermal is 11.2mls (2lDB). Figure 14 is the same as Figs. 12 and 13, except at 16m-in. 
The above described results of the numerical model need some more detailed 

calculation [or the microphysical process. In the model, total liquid water entrained 
evaporates to absorb the latent heat of condensation and then deposits on the icc crystals 
to release latent heat of deposition and the net effect is determined by ice saturation 

~ 

5 ...: 
~ ... 
~ .• ... 
= 

Table 1. Characteristics of ice thermal after 10, 13, 16 min afLer liquid carbon 
dioxide seeding 

Figures Timc(min) Height(m) Radius(rn) Veloci!'Y(Ill!S) 

11 10 3393 312 7.4 
12 13 4234 340 11.2 
13 16 5210 802 1:J.2 

5 

4 

;;'11;'; .• , 1- ~ • ~ 

. ",. ~ "I ... 

3 

2~~r-~~,~~ :::1 
012 

Distance (km) 

Fig. 12. The stream ofthennal at 19 min. 

3 4 
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Fig. 13. The ~lrearn of Lht:!ITlial at 13 min. 
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Fig. 14. The sl.Team of thermal at. I () mill. 
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lapse rate. In reality, some of the Liquid water entrained in the thenllal wi ll freeze and 
generate addit ional heat that shifts t.he phase equilibrium. Under a high liquid water 
content a nd a high te mperature (slight. supercooling), the vapor deposition and heat 
generation indicated by t.he ice saturation lapse rate wiU have to be reduced and its exact 
evaluation requires the themlOdynamic solution obtained by Fukuta (1973). 

The rail velocity used in the present modeling is for spherical particles and gives 
relatively la rge values. After 15 n/.'in of growth, it reaches about 23 cnvs whereas it is only 
about 17cmls after fast free growth at - 15 °C (Takahashi et al. 1991). The spherical 
assumption for the crystal shape of the present model is, hmvever, close to the reali ty, 
because the aspect ratio of the crystals grown under low supersaturations becomes close 
to Ilnit.y, and the supersaturation in the present ice crystal thermal is low due to effective 
moisture depletion by the grov:.ring ice crystals in the t.hermal. 

In regard to the calculation of the mass of ice crystals , tlle present model assumes a 
total glaciation, or instantaneous cOIlversion of entrained liquid water, which is valid for 
the case of high number concenLrd.tion of ice crystals. For 15n-lin of growth, an ice 
crystal achieves Ule mass of 4.3X 10 ig under ascent. Whereas, according to Takahashi et 
(II. (1991), the experimentally dctcnmined mass of ice cry.tal grown for the same period 
of tirne at - 15 °C being surrounded by supercooled droplets, reaches to about 2 X l O-~g . If 
the crysta l were assumeu to have grown under ascent but being surrounded by the 
droplets, the supersaturation may be assumed linearly proportional to the time. Then, 
the mass of the crystal would attaill amounts about a half of that under t.he COIlstclllt 
temperatures, or 10 5 g. This is to say that the present modeling gives the means only 
about 1/23 of the free growth and is consistent "\\lith the total glaciation condition taken. 
Reduction of the seeding rate brings this factor towards unity. Hmvever, if the seeding 
rate were reduced drastically, the competitive growth condition of the ice crystal thermal 
would soon s,"it.eh over to the free growth and fail to treat the cloud volume as large as 
the conditi on of the present model does. 

The assumed seeding rate of 10 gLC/s, which thus resulted in smaller crystals due t.o 
thejr excessive number, may be affec ted uy the ice nucleation rate of LC which is 
probably a slight overest imation, particularly under engineering inefficiency of actual 
seeding. 

The vertical velocily of the thermal calculated uy the bubble theory may be too high. 
As some of the buoyant energy goes to the energy of rotation of thermal, the result.ant 
vertical velocity should be lower compared \"''ith the above results. 
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